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Student wonders if Party Rocking really was the right choice of major come Career Fair...

iPhone 5S Has More Features Than We Ever
Thought!

Students Confused Over Mentioning
of “Homecomming”

As the hubbub over the newly-announced iPhone 5S slowly fades, and the
silver- or gold-plated uberphone flies into the pockets of millions worldwide,
Apple announced today that the new iPhone has even more features than
advertised!

Happy Career Fair! Because it’s so damn early this year, chances
are you had to rush your preparations and only skimmed the list
of companies. There are some great companies here this year, so
here’s a list of some that you should check out while waiting for
the line at the Kimberly-Clark booth to get shorter (hint: it won’t):

by Anony-whaaat? ~ That Annoying Kid in Your Hall

So AMAZE-ing!

by “Oh Nos Batman” ~ Daily Bull Guest Writer

Alliance Laundry Systems: Everyone knows that the worst part
about living away from home is having to do laundry—it takes
time, and it’s expensive! But for Alliance Laundry Systems employees, laundry is half the workday. Spend your mornings playing endless games of mud football and paintball, and your afternoons attempting to wash it all. And get paid to do it.

60 by 20 sigma maze

“After you fingerprint-scan into your iPhone 5S, you’ll find that if you press
the ergonomic up button, the sleek hold button, and the beautifully simplistic home button, the sides of the phone will unfold and pop up into a
fully-functional microwave!” exclaimed CEO Timothy Cook. The microwave
is small, but sufficient to heat up to six Totinos Pizza Rolls, a Lean Pocket, or
25 kernels of popcorn. “Perfect for the hungry, on-the-go modern person,”
enthused Cook.

Freshman finally realizes how good ramen is....

The second phenomenal new feature to burst, Alien-style, from the new
iThing is a semi-durable car jack. During a press conference, CEO Cook explained that the vibration feature in the 5S is so strong that the phone can be
wedged beneath a car tire, set to continuously vibrate (by “simply” pressing the home button four times, volume down three times, and asking Siri
nicely), and used to “hop” the car off the ground. “This gives the user just
enough time to wedge something else under the car’s frame and get that flat
changed in a jiffy!”

Atomic Object, LLC: Look through that microscope. At that thing!
You see it? That thing with that color in that cool shape! Explore
the world of cool-looking shit, at the atomic level. You’ll see
enough cool stuff to make /r/electronmicroscopy swoon.

Epic: This group is legendary. Founded by some guy named
Homer, this is one of the only companies besides Michigan Tech
Grad School and the US Army recruiters to accept applications
from English majors (they do exist!). Past interns have spun tales
For the less road- or kitchen-savvy, Cook concluded, there’s always the tan- of their adventures there, some almost too ridiculous to believe.
ning lamp function. “At the far end of our already incredible brightness range,
Harmon, Inc: Dan Harmon, creator of NBC’s Community, has cresee Career on back
ated his own company targeted at hiring engineers. This season’s
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!
paintball episode is rumored to be more intense than ever beDaily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
fore, this time featuring massive structural obstacles made from...
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia
cardboard. If you built a cardboard boat that somehow didn’t
sink during homecoming, this may be the place for you.

10% Student Discount
Everyday On Every Pizza!

Loadmaster Corporation: For those who feel they can do a good
job of controlling large loads. Must be 18 years of age or older
www.thestudiopizza.com to apply. Socks provided.

482-5100

Mercury Marine: Now that old mercury thermometers are essensee Fair on back

Life is like a box of crayons. Most people are the 8-color boxes, but
what you’re really looking for are the 64-color boxers with the sharpeners in the back. I fancy myself to be a 64-color box, though I’ve got
a few missing.
-- John Mayer

from Career on front

there’s an unlockable feature to go beyond max brightness,” he explained,
“and it’s so simple. Like all of our products, the new iTan is easily accessible.
Simply slide the brightness all the way up to max, curl yourself into a full sidecrane yoga pose, and breathe gently over the screen.” Supposedly, if all
steps are completed correctly, you can then wave the phone over any part
of your body to tan up in minutes!
Devout Apple users are heralding these additional features as “revolutionary,”
“extraordinary,” “luminary,” “incredible,” “amazing,” “unrivalled,” and “simply
genius.” Everyone else is content with being able to use resizable widgets
on their homescreen.

from Fair on front

tially useless, all of that mercury has to go somewhere. With facilities located
along both coasts, Mercury Marine serves to explore the opportunities available in this up-and-coming field. Employment with this company is known to
the State of California to cause several severe-sounding illnesses.
Procter & Gamble: For whatever reason, standardized testing is still a popular
way of measuring intelligence. Teachers have gotten sick of this shit and will
no longer sit around while students take the exams. Enter Procter & Gamble:
employees proctor exams during the day and are given the run of the local
casinos by night. Pay is variable and based entirely off of how good your
poker face is.
Progressive: They’ve got a solid handle on insurance policies and all, but
they’re really looking for progressive thinkers to come up with a replacement
for Flo once she retires.

Pic O’ The Day: Nature Edition

Letter From The Editor!

by Alex Dinsmoor~ Daily Bull Editor in Chief

So I’m sure a number of you have noticed that you haven’t been getting
The Bull in your email this year and if you haven’t... Well you should probably be a bit more attentive! Anyways, we here at The Bull have been
painfully aware of the situation since the beginning of year and due to an
unfortunate series of events regarding our office change this summer, we
are left internet-less in our office. Without internet, we can’t easily publish
our issues online and to you daily in your email.
At first, we as a paper decided to wait for IT to provide our office internet,
as they gave us a reasonable window of time in which it would be working
in. Well, as you all have all noticed by now, we still don’t have internet and
a working office.
With all of that background behind us, I would like to apoligize that we
did not email The Bull out to the masses sooner and from now on, we will
strive to get that email out to you daily as early as possible. We can’t have
a paper without you readers, so I’d like to thank you for sticking with us for
this past month!
Thank you for your readership,
Alex Dinsmoor
Editor In Chief

If you would like The Bull in your email daily,
email bull@mtu.edu with “Add me to the list”
in the subject line!
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Typewriter Monkeys: Liz ‘Riz’ Fujita, Nathan ‘Invincible’
Miller, Jeanine Chmielewski, Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks,
Sam Schall, Veronica Tabor, Chase Peterson, Corey Tindall,
Theresa Tran, Abigail Skibowski, Evan Krettek, and that one
company you REALLY want a job with.
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The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the
Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our
paper and toner costs.
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Hey! Listen!

The Daily Bull
We’re online!
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HEY YOU!

Are you an able-bodied person who thinks that you’re funny,
even if your friends don’t? If so, then you could write for The
Bull! We are currently looking for students to come join our staff
and write for the paper you know and love!
Everyone is invited to join, be you a first year, senior, or cave
monster!
Meetings are on Wednesdays at 9:15PM in Walker 144! Feel
free to email bull@mtu.edu with any and all questions you may
have!

/user/thedailybull8008

